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Free Spins Bonus 
- Each winning combination of Bonus scatters on reels 2, 3 and 4 awards 8 free spins

multiplied by the number of scatters that occur per reel

- The maximum number of spins awarded in a single game is 128

- Additional free spins can be won during free spin play

Reel Surge 
When one or more Bonus scatters appears on reel 2 and reel 3, the middle 3 reels may 
expand vertically to a maximum of 8 symbols on each reel. The reels remain expanded until 
all free games, if any are played 

Power XStream 
All PowerXStream wins pay left to right and right to left, on adjacent reels starting with the 
left-most reel. The award is multiplied by the number of symbols that occur per reel in the 
winning combination. Only the highest award is paid per PowerXStream combination. 
PowerXStream combinations are multiplied by the bet multiplier 

Wild Feature 
Wild symbol appears on reels 2, 3 and 4 and substitutes for all symbols expect Bonus scatter 
symbol 

Win Mystery Jackpots 
Jackpots are awarded randomly after any base game play 

Press a Bet Level button to play game at the selected bet level. 

Press Max Bet button to play game at highest bet level. 

Press Play button to play game at the current selected bet level. 

All PowerXStream awards are multiplied by the bet multiplier 

All pays shown in credits 

Only the highest award is paid per PowerXStream combination 

Bet multiplier during free spins is the same as the game which triggered the free spins 



The free spin bonus is played on a different set of reels

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.

With the exception of a game triggered during a bonus round, any game in progress will 
be completed after 24 hours and the corresponding prize, if any, will be deposited into 
the account.

Malfunction voids all plays and pays 

Game Rules Created: 2019-01-07 
Game RTP: 95.92% 


